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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a uniform algebra on the compact space X and c, a probability measure on X. We define the 
Hardy spaces HP(ci) and the HP(a) interpolating sequences S in the p-spectrum .Adp o fa .  
Under some structural hypotheses on (A, or), we prove that i fa sequence S C A.4p is HP(cr) interpolat- 
ing, then it is HS(c*) interpolating for s < p. In the special case of the unit ball IB o fC  ~ this answers a
natural question asked in [8]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be the unit ball of C" and S a sequence of points in I~. Taking 1 <~ p ~< oo, we 
say that S is HP-interpolating if 
V)vEU'(S), 3 /EHP(B)  s.t. VaES, f (a )=)va( l - la l2)  -n/p, 
where He(I~) is the Hardy class of the ball. 
If n = 1 these sequences were characterized by L. Carleson [3] for p = ~,  and 
H. Shapiro and A. Shields [7] proved that the characterization is the same for any 
p E [1,ocl. 
P. Thomas [8] proved that if S is HP-interpolating, then S is Hi-interpolating 
and he then asked the natural question: 
• (['S is HP-interpolating, 
is S also H'-interpolatingJbr every 1 <~ s < p? 
E-mail: Eric.Amar(a2math.u-bordeaux I.ff (E. Amar). 
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We shall answer this question positively and because the method used is purely 
functional analytic, anatural setting for it is that of uniform algebras. 
Let A be a uniform algebra on the compact space X, i.e. A is a sub-algebra 
of C(X), the continuous functions on X, that separates the points of X and 
contains 1. 
Let cr a probability measure on X. 
For 1 ~< p < oo we define as usual the Hardy space HP07) as the closure of A in 
L p (~r), while H oc (~r) will be the weak* closure of A in L oc (a). 
Let .A//be the spectrum of A, i.e. the multiplicative elements of the dual A ~ of A. 
We use the same notation for an element of A and its Gelfand transform: 
'Ca E M C A', "Cf E A, f(a) = f(a) := a(f).  
Definition 1.1. Let A/[ be the spectrum of A and a E .M; we call ka E HP(cr) a 
p-reproducing kernel for the point a i fY f  c A, f(a) = fx f(~)f~a(~)dcr(~). 
We define the p-spectrum of a as the subset .A4p of 3.4 of elements having a 
p~-reproducing kernel, with p~ the conjugate xponent for p, 1/p + 1/p ~ = 1. 
Notice that i fs  ~< p then A.4~ c Mp c M~,  because the reproducing kernel is 
unique. Notice too that i fa c Mp and f E HP(~r), then f(a) is well defined by 
f(a) := f f(()[Za(()da(() = N-+~lim fN(a), 
x 
where fu  C A is any sequence of elements in A converging in HP(cr) to f E HP(cr). 
Now we want to define the HP(cr) interpolating sequences. Let p' be the 
conjugate xponent for p and let S be a sequence of points in .Mp. 
Definition 1.2. We say that S c AA~ is H~(cr) interpolating, S E IH~(cr),  if 
¥;~ E e °c, 3 f  6 H°°(cr) s.t. 'Ca E S, f(a) = ,ka. 
We say that S c Mp is HP(~r) interpolating for 1 <<. p < ~,  S E I HP(cr), if 
VXEg.P, 3 f  EHP(cr) s.t. `CatS, ,[(a)=~.~,llk, llp,. 
Remark 1.3. If S is HP(~r)-interpolating then there is a constant C1, the interpo- 
lating constant [7], such that 
V)~(  p, q fEHP(a) ,  Ilfllp<~Ctll~.llp, 
s.t. Ya6S,  f(a)=Xa[lka[lp,. 
The aim of this paper is to give conditions to answer Thomas' question in the 
following setting: 
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• suppose that s < p and S C M., is HP(o) interpolating, 
is S interpolating for H ~ (o ) ? 
For a e Mp,,  let us set kp,,, := k,/llka lip, the normalized reproducing kernel in 
HP(~). 
Definition 1.4. We say that a sequence S c M e, is a p-Carleson sequence if 
3D > 0, VI~ • (.P" E lzakp'a r' <~ DIl#lb,. 
a¢S 
In the case of  the ball B of C" or the polydisc D", i fS  is p-Carleson for a p > 1, 
then it is q-Carleson for any q ¢ [1, oc[. Hence in these cases we just say that S is a 
Carleson sequence. 
We get a general answer for Thomas'  question provided that some structural 
hypotheses are true. Because they are true in the case of the polydisc we get in 
particular: 
Theorem 1.5. Let S C ID" be a Carleson sequence and a HP(]D n) interpolating 
sequence. Then S is' H ~ (D") interpolating.for any 1 <~ s < p. 
In the ball, the structural hypotheses till hold and moreover we know, by a 
theorem of P. Thomas [8], that S interpolating for H P (B) implies S Carleson, hence 
Theorem 1.6. Let S he a HP(B) interpolating sequence. Then S is H'~(B) 
interpolating jo t  am' s < p. 
This is of  course reminiscent of  the interpolation of linear operators, but here the 
natural inear operators are valued in a quotient of HP(B) and these quotient spaces 
are not known to form an interpolating scale. 
2. STRUCTURA[.  t tYPOTHESES 
We shall need some structural hypotheses on (r relative to the reproducing kernels. 
Definition 2.1. Taking q E ] 1, ocl, we say that the measure cr verifies the structural 
hypothesis SH(q)  if, with q' the conjugate of q: 
(2.1) 3ot=oeq>0 s.t. VaeMqCIMq,  CM2:  Ilkall2>~olllkallqllk, llq,. 
This is opposite to the H61der inequalities. 
Because a 6 Mq ~ Mq, C M2,  we have k,, (a) = jx  k,, (()/~, (() dcr = Ilk, nl~ and 
the condition above is the same as Ilk. Ilq Ilk. I1,/' ~< CCq I k,, (a). 
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Definition 2.2. Let p, s E [1, oo] and q be such that 1/s = l /p  + 1/q. We say that 
the measure cr verifies the structural hypothesis SH(p, s) if 
(2.2) ~,/3-~p,q >0 s.t. ¥a cJkds: ]]kalls' ~/3HkaHp, llkallq,. 
This is meaningful because s < p, s < q, hence A4~ c Alp A A/lq. 
For the case of the unit ball B c C n and c~ the Lebesgue measure on X = OB, and 
for the case of the polydisc D" c C n and ~ the Lebesgue measure on ~I "~, it will be 
shown in the last section that these two hypotheses are verified for all p, s, q. 
3. INTERPOLATING SEQUENCES 
We list some standard facts concerning interpolating sequences. The following 
result was proved in [ 1 ] for the polydisc in C ~: 
Theorem 3.1. I f  for a p ~ 1, S C Jk4p N .A/[p,, i f  S E I H~(~r) and if cr verifies 
SH(p), then S c IHP(~). 
Proof. Using a nice lemma by S. Drury, A. Bernard proved in [2] that there is a 
sequence of functions {Ya}a~s in H~(~)  such that ¥( e X, one has ~aeS [Ya(()[ <~ 
C 2 and 7a(b) = gab. Putting Pa := yakp,a, one has 
pa(a) = kp,a(a) = ka(a)/llka lip ~ a Ilka lip, 
by the structural hypothesis SH(p).  It remains to set Pp,a := CaPa with 
1 llkalip' -1 
Ca -- pa(a) Ilka]lp', sothat ca = Ical ~ olllka]lp~------~, ~ ot 
Then Ya E S, IOp,a (b) = gab II ka II p' and Va E S, II tOp,a IIp <, C~ca <~ C]~- i. 
NOW let ,~ ~ e p and set f := ~acs ~,aPp,a. Then f interpolates ~.on S and 
f (( ) = Z )~aCa~/a(~ )kp'a((  )" 
aES 
Hence 
If(ff)l ~Ot-I I~'alPlkp, a(~)lP Z lYa (ff)l p' 
aES 
SO 
X aES X 
-<  ll) ll , 
because Va ~ S, ilkp,all~ = fx Ikp,a(()l p d~r(r') = 1. [] 
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The following theorem was proved in [8] for the ball: 
Theorem 3.2. ! f  S C A4 j and S • I H P ( cr ) Jbr a p > 1, then S • I H I ( a ). 
Proof. Because S • IHP(rr) there is for any a • S a P1,.. • HP(cr) such that 
Vb • S, pp,a(b) = &~,bllk. lip', IlPp,,llp ~ CI, 
just by interpolating the basis fP sequences e~, := {0 . . . . .  0, 1,0 . . . . .  0 . . . .  } with the 
1 at a • S. Put Va • S, p. := pt,,akp, a. Then by H61der's inequalities: 
Va • S, HPalll ~ IlPt,,~llt, llk/,~,llp' ~ C1, 
and 
p.(b) = pp,.(h)kp, .(h) = ~bl[k. ll/kp* .(a) = ~abka(a) = ~abllka[l~, 
because ki,, ~ = k./llk~ lip'. 
But the structural hypothesis SH (2, 1 ) gives us IIk~ II ~ ~ ~ Ilk. 112 hence: 
Pa (b) = ~.h Ilk. 1122 ~ ~ab~-~llk. I1~. 
It remains to set pn.. := p.(a) Jp~,llkall~ to have Va • S, Pl,a(b) = ~bllk. ll~ and 
Now let )~ • (1 and set f := ~.esk .P l , . .  Then: II/lll ~< C//31l~.l[i and f (a )  = 
~.aPl,a(a)=.kallkall~c. [] 
We shall need to truncate S to its first N elements, say S N. Then clearly if S • 
IHP(c~), also SN • 1HP(cr) with a smaller constant han C1. 
Let I~' N := {f • HP(o ") s.t. flSN = 0} be the module over A of the functions 
vanishing on SN. Then for )~ • gP, the function fN := ~.CSN )~aPp,a interpolates )~ 
on S N and we have II fN II m,l~)/t~' x <~ CI fl.~ II~,. 
We also have the converse for 1 < p ~< oc, which is all we need: 
Lemma 3.3. ! f  S is such that all its truncations S N are in IHP(cr).for a p > 1, 
with a un(/brm constant C1, then S • 1HP(cr) with the same constant. 
Proof. Let )~ c gP and let fN E HP(cr) with IlfNIIz, ~ c/[l~llp interpolate the first 
N elements of)~. Because the unit ball of  L p (~) is compact for the weak* topology, 
p > 1, there is a subsequence {,/)vj }jcN weakly converging to a function f • LP(cr), 
Ilflll, ~< C/II)'ll1,, but HP(c~) being closed in the weak* topology for p <~ ec, we 
r 
get f c HP(c~). For a • S C 3dp we have that k, • H p (~), hence fNj(a) = 
(fNj, k(~) --+ (f, k.) = f (a ) ;  but for Nj large enough we have fNj(a)  = )~,, Ilk. LIz,' 
and then f (a )  = L, Ilk. I1#- [] 
Now we are in a position to state and prove our main result. 
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4. THE MAIN RESULT 
Theorem 4.1. Let 1 <, s < p and q be such that 1Is = 1/p + 1/q. Suppose that 
S C .Ads f3 .A/[q, is HP(cr) interpolating and q-Carleson, and that cr verifies the 
structural hypotheses S H ( q ) and S H ( p , s ). Then S is H S ( cr ) interpolating. 
Proof. We may suppose that 1 < s < p because if S E IHP(~r) then by Theo- 
rem 3.2, i fS  C .A41, we also have S E IH  1 (~). 
First we truncate the sequence: SN is the first N elements of  S. We shall get 
estimates independent of  N, i.e. for s 6 [1, p[ and v E £~v we shall construct a 
function h 6 HS(~r) such that: 
Ya E aN, h(a) = vallkalls', IlhllH' ~< CIIvlles, 
with a constant C independent of  N. We conclude then by use of  Lemma 3.3. 
So let s e ]1, p[, u c U and S := {ak}ker~ IHP(cr). Then SN := {a0 . . . . .  as - l}  
is still an interpolating sequence with a smaller constant han C. For simplifying 
notations we set S = SN. 
We have q E I f ,  cx~] with p'  the conjugate xponent o fp  and set vj = )~j#j with 
]Zj := ]vjl s/q E £q, )~j :=  (vj/lvj[)lvj] s/p ~ gP. Then Ilvll, = II)~llpll/zllq. 
That S is interpolating in He(a)  with constant C means that: 
VaES,  3paEHP(~r) s.t. Pa(b)=6abllkallp', Ilpollp <<. C 
and: 
VX E g.P, Y~ XaPa ~ cIl~.llp. 
HP(o)/I p 
S being q-Carleson with constant D means: 
(4.1) V# E £q, Z #akq'a Hq(t~) ~ Dllulleq. 
aES 
The idea is to write h as a "kind" of  product, to each factor of  which we can apply 
our hypothesis. Let 
Ilkalls' ~ ,8 Ilkallp'llkallq' __llkallq' 
Ca 
IIkallp'kq,a(a) IIkallp, kq,a(a) - fi kq,,,(a) 
by SH(p,  s). Then by SH(q) we have 
Ilkallq-------~' o~-l, hence ¥acS ,  ca~-1 /3 .  
kq,a (a) 
As a first attempt let h(z) = ~asS VoCapakq,a. Then: 
h(a) = V~Callkallp'kq.a(a) = vallkall.,.', 
because tga (b) = Sab IIk~ lip,. So h interpolates v. 
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It remains to get the estimate on the H '~ (c~) norm of  h, but for this we shall have 
to modify h a little bit. 
We shall use the group F of the Nth roots of 1. 
Precisely, F := {exp(2irrk/N), k = 0 . . . . .  N - 1}. If  f is a function on F, the 
Haar measure d?/is given by: 
N 1 I f .f(y)dy := ~ Z f{exp(2irrk/N)}. 
1" k=0 
Define: 
Va ¢ S~--- {a0  . . . . .  aN- l} ,  
With this notation and 
let: 
a =aj ~ ya := yJ. 
v. s, ~#ll)~tlp, 
VvcF, YzcMI, f3M q, f(y,Z):=Zkacayapa(z)+F(y,Z), 
a C S 
where F(V, z) ~ I~ is taken such that 
(4.2) g?, c F, Hf(Y, .)Hp ~< (1 +6)]]f(Y,')]]Hp(~)/,~: 
because S is interpolating and 0 ~< c,, <~ c~-I~, Iv"[ = 1. Also set 
I - -a  k g(y, z) := 2..., I ,,g q,a. 
a C S 
Then we have, using (4.1), 
= l~ay  q,a 
Now 
But 
OIJ#JJq. 
q 
f J(y, z)g(y, z)dy = f )~acayapa(Z)#bybkq,b(Z)dy  
I" i" a,b6S 
+ f F(y, z)g(y, z) dy. 
I" 
N - I  
f / , y,fbdy= yk g dy=_~ Z exp{(2irr/N)l(k_ j)}=3kj, 
l" I" /=0 
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qons jo tuns ol!utj 13 s! Ap(2 'A)R(z 'X)at af A~ON .,S I~ (. 'A)X(. 'X)d oauoq 'b/I 
+d/I = s/I osneooq (o)s H 9 (. '/)X(. '/)at pue 0 = (v '/)~'(v ',0d 'S ~ VA uoqI 
• (o)b H ~ (. 'a)g pue ~I ~ (" 'X)d osneooq ~1 ~ Ap(2 'A)/~(z '/{)at Jf =: (2)1 OaOqa~ 
d ,c~v 
P 
'/p(2 'A)X(z 'X)f ] = (2)i + (2)v%lVrl(z)OdVaVyX =: (z)~/ 
J 
(~.~) 
:q pog!potu elo~ OA~ oouoq 
so fx×r Igl q da dy <~ DII/zllq . Finally we get: 
Ilhll, = ZXaca12ap,  kq ,a+l (z )  <~COe~-lfl(l+~)ll~.llpll#llq, 
aeS HS(a) 
and, letting ~ -~ 0 we get Ilhll,. ~< CD~-lf i l lvl l ,  .. Because this estimate is indepen- 
dent of  N we are done. [] 
5. APPLICATIONS 
We can apply this result to uniform algebras of  analytic functions. 
In the case of the polydisc D n of  C", A = A(II)n), the algebra of  holomorphic 
functions in D", continuous up to the boundary, and a the Lebesgue measure on 
~I TM, we have that the spectrum and the reproducing kernels are independent of  p: 
Vpe[ l ,oc l ,  Ad t ,=D' ,  
Va = (al . . . . .  a,,) • D", Vff = (~'j . . . . .  Cn) • 7 n: 
ll 
ka(C) = H(1  -t~j~'j) ]. 
/=1 
So we have 
Lemma 5.1. The structural hypotheses are true Jor the polydisc. 
Proof. It remains to verify that 
(5.1) Vq E I1, oc[, 3~ > 0 s.t. Va • D n, 
H n q ~ q~' 
I - I ( l - l a j l  2) t>~c~ 217__t(1 -(~/¢-j) ~ ( l -~j¢- j )  ~ 
.j=l 
But m one variable a standard computation gives 
1 1 1 
Vq > 1, _ where + = 1 
(1 - la l2 )  I/q'' q q; ' q 
the constants in _~ being independent o fa  E D. Hence we get in the polydisc 
II q II 
Vq>l ,  /I~-I(1 - aj~j) I - -H(1 -  la j l2 ) j=t  ]/q'' 
just using the product structure. This gives the ~. 
We also need, for l / s = l / p + 1/ q : 
(5.2) 3 /4>0 s.t. 'v 'a•D '7, 
" (1-,~/~/) ~ 4/4 (]_,~j¢_i) 1 j•'l ( l / , 1 _~j(j)-I q" 
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which leads to 
n 1 1- - I j= l ( - - la j l2 )  1/s 
1 1 
/3i-i~:1 (1 _ lajl2)l/p I-I~=1 (1 - la j l2)Uq'  
and this is true because 1/s = 1/p + 1/q; hence the lemma. [] 
To a sequence S C II) n we associate the measure 
#S: :Z f l (1 - - [a j l2 ) ,~a ,  
ac:S j=l 
and to say that S is a q-Carleson sequence means that #s operates on H q' (•n) with 
q' the conjugate xponent of q: 
3C > O, V f • Hq'(Dn), 
f / q/ 
I f l  q d#s <~ C[If[[q,. 
Dn 
But this in turn means that the measure/xs i a Carleson measure in the polydisc 
and is characterized bya geometric ondition which is independent of q. See [4,5] 
about Carleson measures on the polydisc. 
Using this together with the main result we get Theorem 1.5 for the polydisc. 
In the case of the unit ball B of C n, A = A(B) the algebra of holomorphic 
functions in B, continuous up to the boundary, and a the Lebesgue measure on 
OB, we have that the spectrum and the reproducing kernels are also independent 
of p: 
Vp•[1 ,oc] ,  .A4p=B, Va•I~, v f•aB:  ka(()= 
(1 - i f - ( )n  
So we have 
Lemma 5.2. The structural hypotheses are true for the ball. 
Proof. It remains to verify that 
(5.3) 'v'q • ]1, e~[, 312 > 0 s.t. 
1 1 q 1 q" 
Va E B, (1 -- la[2) n >/12 (1 -- a .  ()n (1 -- a.  ()n 
A standard computation, with a = (al, 0 . . . . .  0), using invariance under rotations, 
gives 
1 q 1 1 l 
gq > 1, (1 - ft. () - (1 - lal2) n/q'' q + ~ = 1, 
the constants in _~ being independent ofa • B; this gives the 12. 
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We also need, for 1/s = lip + 1/q: 
(5.4) 3f l>O s.t. 
S ! 
Va6B,  ~<fi 
(1 -a .¢ ) "  
1 p' 1 q" 
(1 -a .¢ )  ~ (1 - a .  ~-) ~ 
which leads to 
1 1 1 
(1 - - la l2 )  n/s ~ /4(1 - la l2 )  n/p (1 - ]a l2 )  n/q'  
and this is true because 1/s = 1/p + l/q; hence the lemma. [] 
To a sequence S C B we still associate the measure 
-laP) ~., 
aES 
t 
and to say that S is a q-Carleson sequence means that #s operates on H q (B) with 
q' the conjugate xponent of q: 
' f q' 
::IC > 0, V fE  H q (B): I.flq'd~s <~ CIIfllq,. 
B 
But this in turn means that the measure #s is a Carleson measure in the ball and 
is characterized by a geometric ondition which is independent of q. See [6] about 
Carleson measures on domains in R" and in C". 
Moreover in the ball we know, by a theorem of E Thomas [8], that S interpolating 
for HP(B) implies S Carleson, hence we get the Theorem 1.6 for the ball. 
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